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Revisions / Updates  
The following packages have some changes, as updated on ‘Statewide Project list’. Solicitation documents have 
been updated accordingly.  
 Added:  
 Removed:  
 Revised:  
 
Question and Answer 
Some questions are not published to eliminate redundancies, and some are deemed unwarranted 
  
SW Region 
 
SW01, 1005-10-76/1003-10-84 
 
Q: The NOI indicates the Consultant will provide Engineering Inspectors.  How many engineering inspectors 

will the consultant be asked to provide? 
 

A: Eight to ten inspectors will be needed, dependent on contractor operations.  
 

Q: Are the consultant’s engineering inspectors resources anticipated to vary year to year and if so, what 
resources are anticipated for the various years (17, 18, 19 20)? 
 

A: The level of resources will vary throughout each season based on the contractor’s operations.  The 
majority of work will be completed by end of fall 2019.  
 

Q: The NOI indicates field rate accounting will apply to the project.  Does the field rate apply to all consultant 
staff or only a particular staff position(s)?  If particular position(s), which position(s) are anticipated to 
apply the field rate? 
 

A: It is anticipated that 1 position will be field rate (assistant project leader). Additional full time staff may 
have field rate accounting applied based on FDM 8-10-20. 
 

Q: Will the construction engineering and oversight services provided for all other miscellaneous construction 
required for this particular project include such things as: intelligent transportation systems (ITS), 
communications, electrical, and/or lighting? 
 

A: There will be general electrical work associated with the inspection duties.  
 
(Continued on next page.) 
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SW 02, 1007-10-86/1007-11-81 
 
Q: The NOI indicates the Consultant will provide Inspectors.  How many inspectors will the consultant be 

asked to provide? 
 

A: Two to three Inspectors and a Material Technician.  
 

 
SW 02, 1007-10-86/1007-11-81 
 
 
Q: Are the consultant’s inspector resources anticipated to vary year to year and if so, what resources are 

anticipated for the various years (17, 18)? 
 

A: There will be similar staffing each year, but 2017 may be busier, so an additional half-time or more 
inspector may be needed.  
 

Q: The NOI indicates field rate accounting will apply to the project.  Does the field rate apply to all consultant 
staff or only a particular staff position(s)?  If particular position(s), which position(s) are anticipated to 
apply the field rate? 
 

A: The Project Leader would be on Field Rate for year round work. Additional full time staff may have field 
rate accounting applied based on FDM 8-10-20. 
 

Q: Will the construction engineering and oversight services provided for all other miscellaneous construction 
required for this particular project include such things as: intelligent transportation systems (ITS), 
communications, electrical, and/or lighting? 
 

A: There will be general electrical work associated with the inspection duties.  
 
Q: What is the anticipated overall number of staff for the project?   

How many staff does WisDOT plan to provide?   
Does the department anticipate that all WisDOT staff that are provided will require mentoring from the 
Consultant?    

 
A: A total of Four to five staff is anticipated.  WisDOT plans to provide one Inspector.  The WisDOT provided 

Inspector will have previous experience in construction inspection. 
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